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Federal authorities have

violated its terms, effectively putting

US officials are still

in backing tighter restrictions

Adam Saleh

For years, international relief workers and

a Hamas tunnel dug beneath. No one talked

about what was causing the collapse," a former

head of the UNRWA Gaza headquarters said.

A retired Hamas officer who

served as a deputy chief

in the Hamas military wing

told The Associated Press.

The Hamas military wing

has accused Israeli forces of

using air strikes in a bid to

sink the UNRWA compound.

The Israeli military denied

launching any air strikes in the

area.

The UNRWA compound was

attacked by Israeli forces earlier this

month, with at least 12 people

injured and several vehicles

destroyed.

Meanwhile, the

UNRWA said it had

provided medical care
to at least 70 people

who were injured in the

attack.

The UNRWA, which

provides humanitarian aid
to Palestinians in Gaza,

said it was continuing its

operations in the region,

despite the recent violence.

The UNRWA has

been a target of Israeli

attacks in recent years,

with at least 100 of its
camps and offices

destroyed.

The UNRWA has

said it is providing

emergency medical and

humanitarian assistance to

Palestinians in Gaza,

including food, clothing,

and medical supplies.

The UNRWA has

also been providing

education to Palestinian children

in the region.
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